TEKTIG introduces the KSS Weld Cleaner Sliding Shroud. The
KSS is a revolutionary and practical new invention, it is easy to use,
making weld-cleaning safer and quicker, a definite must for all
professionals. The KSS performs three main functions; it confines
the bristles to ensure that you clean what you want and not where
the bristles point to; it acts as a reservoir for the electrolyte and
Reduced Spills; and it extends the lifetime of the brush by as
much as 200%.
The KSS is available in a kit form, complete with Wand, Sliding
Shroud and three Conductive Brushes.
The KSS slides to expose the exact amount of bristles, so for a
small detailed-work the brush is revealed as little as required, and
when the going gets tough, like for MIG welds, a quick pull back of
the KSS reveals as much brush to do the job fast and right firsttime.
Power Enhancement is another feature of the KSS, its unique
design improves the cleaning power as much as 50%.
TEKTIG proudly manufactures the KSS for all our Digital Weld
Cleaners and the USS for Other-Brand weld cleaners. So, that is
good news for ALL users. Call your distributor for a demonstration
today.
KSS Main features:
9
Accurate & Adjustable Sliding-Shroud exposes the right
amount of Brush.
9
Unique Reservoir feature for the Electrolyte cleaning fluid.
9
Extends the lifetime of the Brush by as much as 200%.
9
Power Enhancement, increase the power delivered by more
than 50%.
9
Solid and Industry Rugged Construction allows UHT Operation.
9
Engineered Handgrip allows removal of the brush with ease.
9
Unique ability to Electro-polish when combined with our
HTC-300 Digital Weld Cleaner.
The Sliding Shroud is available in four Kit Wand types:
 KSS-30 Suitable for TekTig Weld Cleaners, standard Brush
 USS-30 Suitable for Other-Brand Weld Cleaners, standard Brush
 KSS-45 Suitable for TekTig Weld Cleaners, Heavy Duty Brush
 USS-45 Suitable for Other-Brand Weld Cleaners, Heavy Duty Brush
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